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Company: WFS

Location: Sacramento

Category: other-general

Job Summary

The work of the Aircraft Cleaner classification, depending on assignment, includes any or all

of the following;

Comply with WFS site security procedures for assigned warehouse and other operations.

Remain cognizant of WFS staff, security contractors, and visitors’ activities and report security

breaches, suspicious occurrences, or non-compliance with the site security plan to

managers or via the WFS whistleblower program. This job is covered by a collective

bargaining agreement. This position is covered by a collective bargaining agreement.

Responsibilities

Equip airplane cabin, by reading check list specifications, with equipment and supplies such

as rugs, linens, blankets, etc., as well as carrying supplies weighing up to 50 lbs. on board aircraft

Cognitive skills to check condition, clean, sort, count, salvage and/or store equipment, and

assemble kits.

Operate vacuum cleaner and similar mechanized cleaning aids.

Cognitive skills to check deliveries of supplies against requisitions to determine discrepancies.

Performing aircraft interior cleaning, including equipping the aircraft cabin for flight according

to specifications, with equipment and cabin services supplies.

Cleaning interior of aircraft by hand or powered equipment using cleaners.
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Completion of the aircraft cleaning bill of work as required.

Stocking and cleaning of vehicles used in the cleaning function.

Stocking and cleaning of the cabin service make-up rooms area.

Stocking and maintaining cabin service kits.

Disposing of trash, rubbish and waste that is incidental and related to the applicable job

functions.

Uses cleaning fluids and materials, such as washing solutions, scrapers, squeegees, wringer

pails and vacuum cleaners.

Completes forms connected with work assignments according to established procedures. 

It is understood and agreed that the Company will determine the need and use of the

Aircraft Cleaner classification, pursuant to customer contract needs. In those situations where

it is determined that the Aircraft Cleaner classification is not needed, the above work will

continue to be performed by the Ramp Service Clerk classification. 

Reports to work on a regular and timely basis.

Minimum Requirements

HS Diploma, GED or Equivalent.

Must be at least 18 years of age.

Ability to work rotating shifts including weekends (i.e., Friday, Saturday and Sunday),

holidays, and days off.

**This job is covered by a collective bargaining agreement of the Transport Workers

Union (TWU), a labor union which requires joining the TWU and paying union

dues.** 

Preferred Skills

Ability to read, write, fluently speak and understand the English language.

Physical Requirements/Working Conditions

Must be able to perform functions in variable weather conditions as well as environmental



conditions, i.e., jet engine fumes, vehicle emissions, dust, and jet engine noise.

Lifts refuse containers weighing up to 50 lbs.; reach, bend, and twist in confined space to hand

clean, using cleaning fluid and materials, the interior of aircraft including meal trays, ash

trays, lavatories, overhead storage bins and buffets.

Ability to judge distances.

Perks & Benefits

Want your pay in advance?  Access up to 50% of earned wages before payday and get paid up to

two days early through the Branch app!

Are you a top performer who thrives on recognition?  On the spot awards offered

through the Awardco Platform including gift cards and more!

Need quality medical care? Multiple options for both full and part-time employees!

Want WFS Employee Extras? Travel Discounts, Pet insurance, Discount Shopping & More!

Looking to stay healthy and improve your life? Wellness Programs offered to all employees!

Want to invest in your future? 401k program offered with company match!

Looking to grow and have a career with us?  Opportunity for Internal Mobility and

transfers available!

Apply Now
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